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SIGNAL DIVERSITY  
AND PRIVACY FOCUS: THE 
ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS TO 
CREATE A FUTURE-PROOFED 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Most of the universal ID solutions 
available today rely on the collection 
of “hard” deterministic signals from 
authenticated users to identify a 
given user or customer and link their 
IDs across domains. Hashed email 
addresses or login-based IDs are 
prime examples of these. However, 
despite the fact the collection of 
these deterministic signals offers a 
highly accurate alternative approach, 
results suggest that it does not offer 
enough scale. Our State of Digital 
Identity 2021 survey found that 
almost 70% of publisher respondents 
reported having 30% or fewer logged-
in users, and 44% have less than 
10% authenticated users. Although 
publishers have been developing 
product strategies to increase the 
amount of authenticated users, the low 
number of logged-in users highlights 
the need for a more comprehensive 
approach to identification that takes 
into account other signals to benefit 
all publishers.

Moreover, as demonstrated by Apple 
rolling out their “Hide My Email” feature 
as part of its latest iOS update, which 
obfuscates user email addresses, 

identity solutions relying on a single 
signal are vulnerable to the whims of 
the browsers or operating systems on 
which they operate. Universal identity 
solutions, constructed using a wide 
variety of signals, not only mitigate 
this risk but can both enhance 
available first-party data assets, and 
increase addressability by identifying 
unauthenticated users.

When websites are able to provide 
hard signals such as hashed email 
addresses or login IDs, these 
can be used to anchor consistent 
identifiers across the websites that 
have collected them. Given that 
these deterministic signals are 
comparatively rare, where they are not 
available, “soft” probabilistic signals 
can be processed using proprietary 
algorithms to infer the uniqueness of 
a user across websites. By combining 
both methods, universal identifiers can 
maximise the number of addressable 
users, which benefits both buyers 
and sellers of data-driven digital 
advertising. 

It’s paramount that all types of signals 
— whether they’re deterministic or 
probabilistic — that publishers share 

While many in the industry, cheered 
as Google announced a two-year 
stay of execution on the third-party 
cookie, marketers and publishers 
are already feeling the pressures of 
a cookieless world. Third-party 
cookies have already been blocked by 
default from Safari, Firefox and Edge, 
which account for more than 40% of 
internet traffic in major economies 
such as the UK (42.8%); the US 
(45.34%), and Germany (43.32%). 
As a consequence of their expected 
departure from all major browsers, 
attention towards identity-related 
topics and challenges has increased 
over the past years, and we have 
seen the rise of solutions designed 
to improve user identification. 
Taking immediate action on identity 
and assessing third-party cookie 
alternatives now is a vital step to 
take for all industry players operating 
in the Open Web.

One of the alternatives marketers 
and publishers have embraced is 
the universal identifier. These IDs 
enable user-level identification across 
websites and platforms without 
relying on third-party cookies. 

Valbona Gjini
Marketing Director, 

ID5

The forthcoming deprecation of third-party cookies, as well 
as mobile advertiser IDs (MAIDs), have been of grave concern 
to many within the industry since they were announced. In 
short, publishers and app developers currently rely on third-
party cookies and MAIDs to better monetise their inventory, 
while brands leverage them to control the distribution of their 
marketing messages and measure their results, hence their 
denigration will prove hugely challenging.
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with the identity provider are only 
processed if there is user consent. 
It’s Identity solution providers’ role 
to ensure that the IDs created and 
shared in the bid stream only be used 
by monetisation platforms that have 
been authorised by the publisher and 
the consumer. 

Adoption of universal ID solutions 
is on the rise, with 43% of industry 
respondents reporting that they are 
already involved with universal ID 
solutions, and with another 43% in 
the evaluation stage. Results suggest 

that industry players have recognised 
the value and the long term potential 
that privacy-first universal alternatives 
offer. 

By leveraging different types of 
signals, respecting and enforcing 
privacy choices and putting the 
publisher in control, next-generation 
identity solutions are able to 
guarantee addressability as well 
as privacy compliance, making the 
infrastructure where the industry 
operates future-proof and sustainable 
in the long term ■

CASE STUDY

OS Data Solution (OSDS) recognised 

that the restrictions of third-party cookies 

prevented them from activating data, 

especially in Safari and Firefox. OSDS 

wanted to reclaim unaddressable audiences 

to future-proof their business in preparation 

for the post-cookie world.

To determine the best course of action in 

achieving these goals, OSDS worked with 

European DMP, The ADEX, their demand-

side partner, Active Agent, and one major 

German publisher to integrate with ID5 and 

test the results of this integration.

By activating OSDS data across all 

browsers, the publisher reported an overall 

reach increase of 28%. Meanwhile, the ADEX 

reported that the ID5 ID Campaign delivered 

16x more impressions on Firefox, 14x more 

on Edge, and 8x more on Safari compared to 

the third-party cookie ID Campaign. OSDS 

were able to activate their data to target 

cookieless traffic at a more competitive 

price, resulting in a 29% increase in win rate 

with the ID5 ID Campaign compared to the 

campaign leveraging third-party cookies. 

The paid CPM of the ID5 ID Campaign was 

also 7% lower as a result of the reduced 

competition for cookieless impressions, 

generating better ROI for OSDS clients.

Dr. Ralf Kiene, co-CEO, OS Data Solutions, 

commented “The results of the test indicate 

that the usage of ID5 bears considerable 

reach and revenue potential already today 

given its usability on third-party cookieless 

inventories. We strongly believe that 

alternative IDs based on deterministic and 

probabilistic methods like the ID5 ID will play 

an essential role in the cookieless future of 

online marketing.”

THE LOW NUMBER OF LOGGED-
IN USERS HIGHLIGHTS THE NEED 
FOR A MORE COMPREHENSIVE 
APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION 
THAT TAKES INTO ACCOUNT 
OTHER SIGNALS TO BENEFIT 
ALL PUBLISHERS

MAKING SENSE OF ALL THE SIGNALS
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